
HEAVY DUTY ANODIZED PIN-LOCK TELESCOPING FLAGPOLE KIT
Only available from ServiceFirst™



Service First is owned and operated by Parker McCumber,  an OEF Veteran, 
who served with the 2nd Cavalry Regiment and  1st Cavalry Division as a 
Forward Observer and Fire Support Section Chief.

Parker has also served several years in the Utah National Guard  as a 
-

make, and recognize their contributions to our great nation as we pay 

-Parker McCumber

SERVICE FIRST

Veteran owned and operated

ServiceFirstProducts.com



PARTS
Delta Series Heavy Duty Pin-Lock
Telescoping Flagpole Kit
Only available from ServiceFirst™
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Flag clips (x4)

Nylon bushing & 
set screw (x2)

3x5 100d Outdoor 

Golden Ball Finial
(May need minor assembly)

sleeve

Kit includes:



INSTRUCTIONS

Installing your ground sleeve
A complete installation video is available at www.ServiceFirstProducts.com
or scan the code to the right to be taken directly to the page.

wind conditions you may want to enlarge the hole slightly, however in typical condi-

your PVC sleeve.                                                                                                                

mixing instructions)

Allow the concrete to cure as directed.  Install your Flagpole inside the PVC sleeve.

Optional:

(Collar and boot sold separately, not required) 
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Begin to level the flagpole sleeve in the ground by slipping the flagpole (not extended)
into the sleeve. Then apply a level on all sides of the flagpole to ensure it is perpendicular. 
More information on how to do this can be found in the installation video found on
our website. Make sure to do this while the concrete is still wet to allow for adjustments.



INSTRUCTIONS
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Screw the (A)
the top of the Flagpole (C).  The 
(A) gold ball may need assem-
bly before installation. 

Connect your Flag(s) (F) to 
your stainless steel clips (B) 

-
(C).

Once your concrete has cured
(C) into your 

ground sleeve (D)If installing a pole top solar light, 
insert stem of the gold ball 
through the solar light and hand
tighten.

Note: The 20’ telescoping pole is designed 
to hold up to (2) 3’x5’ Flags.  The 25’ pole is 

combination of those sizes.

Note: An optional Flash Collar is available 
to cover the expose concrete and give your 

on our website:
www.ServiceFirstProducts.com
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base
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 Note: 

your solar light.



INSTRUCTIONS
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Beginning with the top section, 

rotate each section until the 
stainless steel pin pops out 
securing the section in place. 
There is a small engraved arrow 
marking the location of each 
pin.

Your Service 
First Flag Pole 

Insert screw and nylon bushing 
(E) in the hole corresponding 

Tighten the screw while allow-
ing the bushing to continue to 
spin freely. Do not overtighten.
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Note:
in size.  To accommodate this you may need 

attach to the swivel clip properly once the 
screw and bushing is installed.



ACCESSORIES

Flagpole Accessories

-
scoping pole, by design, uses swivel 
clips, it makes it more complicated to 

-
ever we do have 2 easy solutions to 
accomplish this. 

your 

Flagpole

Flash Collar
-

ing look. Covers concrete base.

Flag Tether & Weight

gives you a nice clean look.

Flagpole Adapter

ground sleeve while upgrading the 

removal required.

Gold Eagle Finial

Additional Flags

including state, political, military, 
sports teams and more.

Solar Lights
Achieve the perfect light for your 

system. Charges by day and auto-
matically lights at night.

Note: These methods are explained in detail on our 
website.  Please visit
www.ServiceFirstProducts.com
on this topic.  



www.ServiceFirstProducts.com

Tel: 385-985-7244

Veteran owned and operated

Email: Contact@WeAreServiceFirst.com


